I like the living very well. Excepting
nee don't get much water at all. We
get it from horse. I have had a box of
mail sent to me since I have been here
from New York from Bessie Jane Day.
And it was very good, you can believe
you can imagine what such a thing takes.
I may stay here = we have had quite a move
in our division. The most of them have
gone on. Excepting those that is left for
to guard the tents and stores, we did
not go on yet for one air not understand.
We will soon have our horses.
They sely. We air a drill ing here every
day we drill from two to 7 or 8 a
day. We drill at the first moon on saturday
and in the after moon on the evening
and in labor encamps and on saturday
after moon we fire at a mark about
a mile and a quarter, and sometimes
we pitch it in the bush set in the Potomac
and see strike. Close to it every time to
Close that it ever a ship or a steamer
would pitch it every time. We shot shells
done times that may 6 or 7 lbs when they
explode. They make all sorts of music
more as the cannon does, and the pieces
fly from thirty to 30 feet on the
water. They make it fly. They see again
shot over on the Maryland shore the
other day and the ball struck a boat
half miles. They aren't close to the shore.